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In this paper we prove that every tournament T, with II _ 2k :.- 28 vertices 
has an antidirected Hamiltonian circuit as was conjectured by Griinbaum [3]. 
We also investigate the number of distinct antidirected Hamiltonian paths 
and circuits in T, and obtain upper bounds for these numbers. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
An n-tournament T, , is an oriented complete graph with n vertices. A 
simple path in a digraph is antidirected, provided that every two adjacent 
edges of the path have opposing orientations. An ADH path (circuit) in a 
digraph is a simple antidirected path (circuit) containing all vertices. 
The study of ADH paths in tournaments was initiated by B. Griinbaum 
[3]. In this paper, Griinbaum introduced the ADH paths and proved that, 
except for three tournaments, Tzc, Tsc and TTc, every tournament T, has 
an ADH path. Obviously, if II is odd, T, cannot have an ADH circuit; 
also, if T, contains T,e as a subtournament, then T, cannot have an ADH 
circuit. Griinbaum conjectured that every tournament T”,, with 217 > 10 
vertices has an ADH circuit. In this paper we prove this conjecture for all 
tournaments Txn with 2n > 28. We also give upper bounds for the number 
of ADH paths and circuits in tournaments and show that the transitive 
tournaments have the largest number of distinct ADH paths and circuits. 
DEFINITIONS AND NOTATION. The transitive tournament TT, is a tour- 
nament with vertices {al ,..., a,] and ai + aj iff i <,j. The vertices ai , 
1 < i < 17, are called internal vertices. The tournaments Tzc and T,” are the 
unique regular tournaments with three and five vertices, respectively. TTc 
is a tournament that can be defined as follows: its vertices are the elements 
(0, I,..., 6) of the finite field GF(7), and i--j iff .i - i is a quadratic 
element in GF(7). A vertex u E T, is a transmitter (receiver) if, for every 
LI E T,, , ZJ --f U(L) + u). If T, and T,n are two disjoint tournaments, then 
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T, + T,,, will denote any tournament Tn+m in which there is a set of 12 
vertices spanning a subtournament isomorphic to T, , while the rest of the 
m vertices span a tournament isomorphic to T,, . 
Ifv --t VI + .*+ is an ADH path in T, , then v is called a starting vertex, 
and,ifutv,+... is an ADH path in T, , then v is a terminating vertex. 
If v is both starting and terminating, then u is a double point. 
Our proof of Grtinbaum’s conjecture is based on the existence of 
transitive subtournaments in r, and the following two results proved in 
161: 
(A) Every tournament T, with an odd number of vertices that has an 
ADH path has a double point. 
(B) If n 3 9, then for every vertex v E T, there is an ADH path in T, 
having u as an end-vertex. 
While this paper was written, B. Griinbaum called our attention to 
C. Thomassen’s paper [7] in which Griinbaum’s conjecture is proved for 
N >, 50. Our proof seems to be simpler and yields a better lower bound 
for the validity of the conjecture. 
2. ADH-CIRCUITS 
THEOREM I. Zf n = 2k 3 16, and T, I TT, , then T, has an ADH 
circuit. 
THEOREM 2. Zf n = 2k 3 28, then T, has an ADH circuit. 
Proof. The proof follows easily from Theorem 1 and from the fact 
that, if n 3 28, then T, contains a TT, as a subtournament (Parker, 
Reid [4]). 
To prove Theorem 1, we need the following lemma: 
LEMMA 1. (a) [fn = 2k, then TT, has an ADHpath starting at i(i # n) 
and terminating at j except for the following cases: 
(i) j=l, 
(ii) i = 1, j = 2(n > 2), 
(iii) i=2k-l,j=2k. 
(b) Zf n = 2k + 1, then TT, has an ADH path with I, j as starting 
vertices if i, j # 2k + 1 and {i,,j) # (2k - 1, 2k] (n > 3). 
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Proqf We prove (a) by induction on k, the lemma being obvious for 
small values of k. Let TT2p+2 be given. 
(1) If i = 1, then j # 2 by (ii). In the transitive subtournament of 
TT,,,, spanned by TT,,+,\{2, j} there is by the induction hypothesis, an 
ADH path 1 +x~+“.+x, (x, is the receiver in TT,,+,\{2,,j]). Since 
x, >2, l--tX~C... 4 x, +- 2 ---f j is the desired ADH path in TT,,,, . 
(2) If i = 2k i- 1, then j f 2k + 2 by (iii). In the transitive subtourna- 
ment TT,,+,\{2k + 1,2k + 2) we can always find an ADH path 
t+xt ... --f j (where t is a suitably chosen vertex). The path 2k + 1 ---f 
2k + 2 e-+X+“’ ---f j is the desired ADH path in TT,,,, . 
We can assume now that i $ { 1,2k -i 1). Since by reversing the orienta- 
tion of all edges in TT,,,., we return to case ( 1) ifj = 2k + 2 and to case 
(2) if j = 2, we may also assume that j $ (2, 2k + 2). In the transitive 
subtournament TT,k+z\{I, 2k + 2) we can find by the induction hypo- 
thesis, an ADH path i-•rx+...+J’+j, hence i+xte..+-y+ 
2k + 2 t 1 --f j is the desired ADH path in TT2B+Z . 
To prove (b), we may assume without loss of generality that 
i $ {2k - 1,2k}. By (a), in TTBki.i\{j) there is an ADH path i + x +- ... ---f 
2k + 1, hence i+.x+-~.~-t2k + 1 +,j is the desired ADH path in 
TT,,,, . 
Proof of Theorem 1. Let TT, be a maximal transitive subtournament 
of T, and let T* = T,\TT,,, = {al ,..., a,;}. Since 2n >, 16, m > 5. We 
shall assume first that the tournament T* has an ADH path. 
Case 1. m is odd. Since k = n .- tn and n is even, k is odd. By (A), 
we may assume that a, is a double point in the tournament T*. Since m is 
odd, m > 7, and the set (3,..., m - 2$ contains at least three vertices of 
TT,, . Since a, is a double point in T*, we may assume without loss of 
generality that there are at least two vertices {x, JJ). C {3,..., m - 21 such 
that (x, y] - a, . Let the ADH path in T* be a, + a2 ---f ... + ak . Since 
m is maximal, there is a vertex t E TT, such that t + a, . We may assume 
that t # x. If t z m, then by Lemma l(b), TT, has an ADH path with x 
andtasstartingpointsandhencex~a,ta,~...~a,ct~...tx 
is an ADH circuit in T, . We may therefore assume that the only vertex in 
TT, directed toward a, is nz. Again, since m is maximal, there is a vertex 
z E TT,, such that a,-, ---f z. If z f m, we can always find a vertex 
z’ E TT,,\{z’,, z’ # m, 
such that the transitive tournament TT,,&\{z) will have an ADH path 
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x+...+z’. Hence x~a,ta,-t...ca,_,~zta,-tz’c...cx 
. . . 
is an ADH circuit m T, . Finally, if z = m, since r, = {aL , l,..., m - 1) 
spans a transitive subtournament in T, , x ---f a, +- a2 -+ 1.. t alpI ---f 
me- 1 --f ... t x (where 1 -P ..+ c x is an ADH path in the transitive 
subtournament T1) is an ADH circuit in T, . 
Case 2. m is even. Assume first that k 3 10. Let i, = m/2. By (B), the 
subtournament spanned in T,, by {i, , a, ,..., a,} has an ADH path with i, 
as an end vertex. Let the path be 
Since m is maximal, let t E TT,, be a vertex such that t + a, . If t q! {iO , m> 
then, by Lemma 1, there exists in TT, an ADH path starting at t and 
terminating at i0 . Hence i,ca,-ta,c...-ta,ct-t...~i, is an 
ADH circuit in T,, . We may therefore assume that, if,j E TT,, , j # i0 , m, 
then a, -+ j. Consider now the vertex aLpl . Let I’ E TT,, be connected by 
an edge directed from akel . If t’ f i, , m, then, by Lemma 1, and the choice 
of 2.0, we can find in TT,\{f) the following ADH-path: m +- *+a ---f i, . 
Hence ioCa,~a,c...ta,_,-tt’ca,~mt...-ti, is an ADH 
circuit in T, _ If t’ = In, then 
(where m - 2 c ... - i. is an ADH path in the transitive subtournament 
TT,\{m, m - 1, l} that exists by Lemma l(b)) is an ADH circuit in T, . 
Therefore, we may assume now that, if j E TT, , j # i,, , then j -+ a,-, . 
This implies that the set E = {l,..., i,, - 1, i,, + l,..., m, akpl} spans in T, 
a maximal transitive subtournament. Since T,\E is a tournament having 
k 3 10 vertices, it has an ADH path with i,, as an end vertex. Let the path 
be 
i, + b, + **- +- bk ({bB ,..., 6,) = (a, ,..., a&2 , aR>). (2) 
Again, since E is maximal, there is a vertex t E E such that b, -+ t. If 
t # I, then one can choose a vertex x E {l,..., i0 - 1, ak-l}, x # t, such 
that E will have the ADH path x -+ ... + f, thus obtaining the ADH 
circuit x 4 i. +- b, + ... +- 6, --j t + ... +- x. Thus we may assume that 
the only vertex t E E, such that bk + t is t = 1. Let t’ E E be such that 
t’ + b,-, . If t’ + 1, then xji,tb,-t...-tbk_ltt’jbktx’~ 
... +- x, where x and x’ are chosen such that the ADH path x’ + ..a c x 
exists in E\{t’}, is an ADH circuit in T, . (The choice of x and x’ is always 
possible since i,, is directed toward exactly half of the vertices of E and b, 
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is directed away from all vertices t of E except t = 1.) If t’ = 1, then 
where i, -I- 1 --f ... + iO - 1 is an ADH path in the transitive subtourna- 
ment E\{ 1~ a,-, , m)- (exists by Lemma I), is an ADH circuit in T, . 
It is easily checked that, if one assumes the opposite orientations for the 
paths in (1) or (2) identical arguments yield the same result. 
To complete the proof of Theorem 1. we have to consider the following 
cases: 
Case 3. Tn = Tic’ --t TT,,, , i = 3, 5. or 7 and 111 > 9. 
Case 4. T, = T,,. + TT,, , 2k < 8, M > 8. 
In all these cases, the existence of a relatively large transitive sub- 
tournament makes it easy to exhibit an ADH circuit. Since the proof of 
all cases uses the same simple arguments, we shall sketch a proof of only 
one; 
T, = TTr + TT,,, . 
Let TT1’ == {a, ,..., a,]. Since T,c is isomorphic to T,?, we may assume that 
there are at least two vertices {x, y) C {3,..., w ~ 2: C: TT,,, such that 
(x, v) ---f a, . In TTc, a, + a,, + a[-1 + 0.2 ---f qj + L76 is an antidirected 
path: hence, by the same method used in Case I of the proof of Theorem 1, 
we can find an antidirected path x1 ----z a, + ... tyl that contains the 
vertices -(a,, , a, , a, , a3 , u4 . a,:, contains at most three vertices of TT,,, 
and x1 , yr are internal vertices of TT,,, . 
Among the remaining vertices of TT,,, , we can always choose two 
internal vertices (x2, y%)- such that the path x2 ~ aj - yz is antidirected. 
(This is possible since nz > 9.) It is easy to show that the two disjoint 
antidirected paths x2 - a5 - ~1~ and x1 -+ a, +- ... c y1 can be completed 
using the remaining III ~ 5 vertices of TT,,, to an ADH circuit in T,& 
3. THE NUMBER OF ADH PATHS AND CIRCUITS IN T,, 
Two ADH paths (circuits) in a tournament T, are distinct if one con- 
tains an edge not used by the other. 
LEMMA 2. The number of distirzct ADH paths in T~,,.,.l is even. 
Proof. If P = x1 + xs +- ... +- x?,;+~ is an ADH path in T,,<+, , we may 
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assume, because of symmetry, that x1 + xZfi+i . Let P* = xzk+l c x1 + 
X$+ ..‘+x?k. The correspondence PH P* is easily seen to be a one- 
to-one mapping of all ADH paths with two starting vertices onto the set 
of all ADH paths with two terminating vertices. Hence the total number 
of ADH paths is even. 
LEMMA 3. Let x E T, , and let T,(x) be a tournament obtainedflom T, 
by changing x into a transmitter, then T,(x) has at least as rnafty distinct 
ADH paths as T,L . 
ProoJ Let P be an ADH path in T, . If P is also an ADH path in 
T,(x), we correspond to P the same path in T,(x). If P == x cyl ---f yz c -.., 
wesetP=4;tx~y,t....and,ifP= ‘.~tyI~x+yz+~..,we 
may assume without loss of generality that y1 + y, , then we choose 
p = . . . + yl + yx +- x ---f . . . . The paths P thus defined are not ADH 
paths in T, since they use an edge of T,(x) whose orientation was reversed. 
Also, it is a simple matter to check that P, # P2 * P, # P, . Hence the 
lemma is proved. 
LEMMA 4. 7lre number of ADH circuits in Tzn(x) is not smaller than 
the number qf ADH circuits in T271 . 
Proqf. If C = .*. +- y1 4 x +- yz + ... is an ADH circuit in T,, , then 
c = . . . t J’l + y, t x ---f . . . - (again we may assume without loss of 
generality that y1 --f y2) is an ADH circuit in T&x). Thus it is easy to see 
that the map C --, C (where C = C if C is an ADH circuit in Tzn and 
Tz,(x)) is a one-to-one map of all ADH circuits into the set of all distinct 
circuits of X&x). 
A permutation u E S, is called an up-down permutation if a(l) < u(2), 
a(2) > a(3)...., a(2k) > o(2k f 1). The number of distinct up-down 
permutations A(O), is given by 
c A(n) ~ 2’ = set 9 + tan x I?! 
(Netto [I]). 
THEOREM 3. For every tournarnet~t T, , the number of distinct ADH 
paths is not greater than A(n) $17 is even, and not greater that1 2A(n) lf t7 is 
odd. 
Proqj: Let T, = {x1 ,..., x,) be given. Define T1 = Tn(xl), 
Tk+l = Tk(x7+,), 1 < k < n. 
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Obviously, T” = TT, . By Lemma 3, the number of ADH paths in Tkjl 
is not smaller than the number of ADH paths in T”; hence the number of 
ADH paths in T, is not greater than the number of ADH paths in TT, . 
If n is even. every ADH path in TT, determines an up-down permutation 
and vice versa. Therefore, the number of ADH paths in TT,{, is A(2k). If 
II is odd, by Lemma 2, it will be enough to count only the ADH paths with 
two terminating vertices. Again, each such ADH path determines an 
up-down permutation and each up-down permutation determines a unique 
ADH path. Hence, the number of ADH paths in TTzJ,+i is U(2k - 1). 
THEOREM 4. The mrmber oJ’ ADH circuits in T,, is ttot greater than 
A(2n ~ 1). 
Proojl By Lemma 4, the number of ADH circuits in Tzn is not greater 
than the number of ADH circuits in T&x), but this number is exactly the 
number of ADH paths in T3n-1\{~) having two terminating vertices. By 
Theorem 3, this number is A(2n - I). 
THEOREM 5. Ij T, # TT, , then the mrmber oJ’ ADH paths itt T, is Iess 
than the number oJ’ADHpaths in TT,, . 
Proof. The theorem is obvious if n ~7. 2. If tz = 3, then TT, has one 
ADH path while TSc does not have an ADH path, hence we shall assume 
that n 3 4. Let T, = {a, , a2 , a3 ,..., a,>. Since T, f TT, . T, contains a 
directed circuit of length three. Assume that the circuit is a, ---f a2 ---f 
a3 ---f a, . Let T,* be a tournament with vertices {a, ,..., a,: and a, --f a, if 
i < j, except for the edge a, + a3 . T,* is obtained from T, by successively 
applying the operation TT1(x) to the vertices aj ,3 < i C< II. Hence it follows 
from Lemma 3 that the number of ADH paths in T,* is not smaller than 
the number of ADH paths in T, . It will therefore be enough to show that 
the number of ADH paths in TT, is greater than the number of ADH 
paths in T,*. Obviously, it will suffice to show that the number of ADH 
paths in TT, containing the edge a, ---f a3 (we denote the vertices of TT, 
throughout this proof by ai) is greater than the number of ADH paths in 
T,* containing the edge a3 -+ a, . Every ADH path in T,* containing 
a3 - a, must have a, as a terminating vertex, i.e., the ADH path is of the 
form a, ta3--tx+-... ; let the ADH path a3 +a, +x +- ... in TT, 
correspond to it. Obviously, this correspondence is one-to-one. We shall 
construct another ADH path in TT, that uses the edge a, --f a3 and was 
not listed among the previous ADH paths. Since tz 3 4, a, +- a, - a3 - 
a, ... can always be completed to an ADH path in TT, . This completes _I 
the nroof of our theorem. 
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THEOREM 6. Zf T,, f TT,, , then the number of ADH circuits in T,, 
is less than the number of ADH circuits in TT,, . 
Proqfi The proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 5. It is enough to 
show that TT,, has more ADH circuits than T,*, . Every ADH circuit in 
T,*, that does not contain the edge a3 ---f a, is an ADH circuit in TT,, too. 
Obviously, there are no ADH circuits in T& that contain the edge a3 -+ a, . 
It is easy to construct in TTZL, and ADH circuit that contains the edge 
a, + a3, thus proving the theorem. 
3. REMARKS AND PROBLEMS 
It seems that the same method used in Theorem 1 could be modified to 
prove Grtinbaum’s conjecture for n 3 10. First, one has to show that, if 
T,, = TT, + T2k--5 and T?, does not contain a TTB , then T,, has an 
ADH circuit. This seems to be possible by the same method used in the 
proof of Theorem 1, except that there are many particular cases to con- 
sider. The remaining cases are specific cases of r,, and T,, . 
It is interesting to note that TT, has a unique Hamiltonian path, but the 
greatest possible number of ADH paths. It will be interesting to determine 
p(n), the minimum number of distinct ADH paths in T, , and characterize 
the tournaments for which this number is obtained. For Hamiltonian 
paths, as mentioned above, the minimal number of distinct paths in T, is 1, 
while p(n) is unbounded. (By Theorem 1, p(2n) > 2n for 2n > 28.) 
Following the definition of types of paths introduced in [6], one can 
define, for every tournament T, , 2” distinct types of circuits as follows: 
Let (a, ,..., a,) be a given ordering of the vertices of T, . The type of this 
ordering is (el ,..., e,) where ei = + 1 if ai -+ ai+l and ei = - 1 if ai + a,+l 
(i = 1 .. . . . n; anil = al). Obviously, for every n, one can construct tourna- 
ments T, that do not have orderings of type (f l,..., + 1) or (-l,..., ~ 1). 
Griinbaum [4] has proved that except for Tsc and Tsc, every tournament 
has an ordering of type (fl,..., +l, - 1). Forcade [2], showed that the 
parity of the number of distinct orderings of type (e, ,.,., en) in T, depends 
only on the parity of the number of Hamiltonian circuits in T, and the 
ei’s. By Theorem 1, every tournament Tz, with 2n >, 28 vertices has 
orderings of types (&l, Fl,..., Fl). Consideration of some cases led us 
to conjecture that there is a number N such that n 3 N implies that every 
tournament T, has orderings of all types with two possible exceptions: 
(fl,..., fl)and(-l,..., -1). 
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